
A Healing Consciousness 

 

“IF YOU WOULD BE HEALERS…”  

A Healing Consciousness, a book and an eight CD set, offers you 
the time-tested healing experiences of Paul Solomon. 
 
The groundwork for your healing ministry is contained in the 79-
page book, A HEALING CONSCIOUSNESS. 

A Compilation of ten years of Paul Solomon Source Readings on healing.  The CDs convey 
Solomon’s own personal healing experiences, including theses rare discussions:  

• Laying of hands healing  

• Hot and cold therapy  

• Effect of music on healing  

• Using healing herbs  

• Healing through dreams  

• Paul’s personal healing experiences  

CD 1& 2  Attitudes toward Health & Disease|What is disease? What is perfect health? 
Definitions that will surprise you. Why individual contract symptoms and disease.  How emotions 
trigger disease. The symptoms of hypoglycemia. The “whole physician”: healer, teacher and 
priest.  Beware of the “Healer Ego.”  

CD 3 & 4  Healing Plants, Healing People 
Treating catastrophic illness. Symptoms and disease are often techniques for receiving 
attention.  The importance of “feeling loved.” How Paul Solomon discovered a “Healing 
Consciousness” by healing plants.  Discover why “Laying on of Hands” healing elevates the 
amount of hemoglobin and oxygen in the blood. 

CD 5 & 6  The Healing Power of Love 
The energy of healing.  What is it?  How is this healing “force” controlled by your mind?  How is 
healing affected by love? The use of subtler senses to “see” illness in a physical body. A healing 
meditation to focus love, vitality and healing.  How your relationships affect mental and physical 
health. 

CD 7 & 8  Is Modesty the Best Policy? 
Financial problems are often embodied as disease.  Gaining Self-Esteem for healing.  A 
beautiful, supportive attitude toward the body creates health.  How the teaching of “modesty” 
affects the health of our sexual organs. How to handle patients who fall in love with their 
therapists. 
 
PS 159 A Healing Consciousness 8 CD Set with Booklet $99.95 + S&H 

www.PaulSolomon.com 


